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ABSTRACT

formation from a spectrum of cognitive tasks into a single
predictive model may represent the best performing and most
generalizable methods for prediction of behavior from FC
data.
In order to principally combine different task FC matrices
into a single predictive model, we propose a novel algorithm
based on canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [7] and our
Connectome-based Predictive Modeling (CPM) method [8],
labeled multidimensional CPM (mCPM). To evaluate mCPM,
we use data from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) [9]
consisting of 515 subjects with task fMRI from seven different tasks. We show that models created by mCPM based on
all seven tasks result in superior prediction of ﬂuid intelligence compared to models built using a single task. These
results exhibit the existence of complementary information in
different tasks, highlight an opportunity to use multiple task
FC matrices to more comprehensively characterize individual
differences, and suggest the ability of mCPM to combine this
information to maximize predictive power.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
related work. Section 3 introduces our mCPM algorithm.
Section 4 describes experimental methods using mCPM to
predict ﬂuid intelligence from task connectivity matrices using subjects from the HCP. Section 5 presents our results. Finally section 6 offers some concluding remarks.

Generating models from functional connectivity data that
predict behavioral measures holds great clinical potential.
While the majority of the literature has focused on using only
connectivity data from a single source, there is ample evidence that different cognitive conditions amplify individual
differences in functional connectivity in a distinct, complementary manner. In this work, we introduce a computational
model, labeled multidimensional Connectome-based Predictive Modeling (mCPM), that combines connectivity matrices
collected from different task conditions in order to improve
behavioral prediction by using complementary information
found in different cognitive tasks. As proof of concept, we
apply our algorithm to data from the Human Connectome
Project. Using data from seven different tasks, mCPM generated models that better predicted ﬂuid intelligence than
models generated from any single task. Our results suggest
that prediction of behavior can be improved by including
multiple task conditions in computational models, that different tasks provide complementary information for prediction,
and that mCPM provides a principal method for modeling
such data.
1. INTRODUCTION
Advanced functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
techniques, particularly functional connectivity (FC) analyses, are revealing robust individual differences in patterns of
neural activity that predict continuous behavioral measures
and clinical symptoms [1–4]. While FC is usually calculated from data acquired during resting-state, task conditions
can perturb speciﬁc cognitive circuits in ways that can better
reveal individual differences and improve behavioral prediction [5, 6]. However, depending on the behavior under
study, different tasks may bring out different meaningful information. That is to say that a particular task may be better
for generating predictive models for a speciﬁc behavior but
worse for other behaviors. Further, different cognitive tasks
may provide different complementary information, such that
information from multiple tasks may be needed to achieve
the best prediction. Thus, methods that incorporate FC in-
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2. RELATED WORK
Development and application of predictive models of behavior from FC data is a mature area of research with many
proposed approaches. The majority of this work has focused
on binary or categorical classiﬁcation of patient groups.
A non-exhaustive list includes applications to Alzheimer’s
disease [10], attention deﬁcit hyperactivity disorder [11],
schizophrenia [12], depression [13], and autism [14]. Prediction of binary categorical outcomes—rather than dimensional
outcomes—can misclassify subclinical or prodromal individuals and provide poor measures of disease or treatment
progression (i.e., patients are classiﬁed the same regardless
of changes in symptoms). In contrast, prediction of dimensional outcomes from FC data is an emerging ﬁeld and is
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considerably more challenging than binary classiﬁcation of
disease state [8]. Association between FC and behavior in
healthy participants have substantially lower effect sizes than
differences due to disease. Additionally, prediction of continuous variables requires correct modeling over the whole
range of the behavioral measure, whereas classiﬁcation of binary groups largely requires correct grouping of participants
near the margin. When participants are far from the margin,
the correct classiﬁcation is often trivial. Previous approaches
to prediction of dimensional outcomes from FC data include
support vector regression [2], elastic nets [3], pooled edge
strength and linear models [4, 8], and partial least squares
regression [15]. However, these approaches only use FC data
from a single condition (typically resting-state) rather than
FC data from multiple conditions.
3. MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONNECTOME-BASED
PREDICTIVE MODELING (MCPM)
3.1. Overview
mCPM is an extension of our CPM algorithm to handle FC
data from multiple sources. mCPM uses CCA to ﬁnd orthogonal information from multiple connectivity matrices in
order to maximize the correlation between connectivity and
the behavioral measure. Here, we focus on connectivity data
derived from multiple fMRI tasks. However, the method is
general to the type of connectivity data and could easily incorporate structural connectivity data from diffusion tensor
imaging or FC data from other modalities such as EEG.
Fig. 1: Schematic of mCPM. Inputs to mCPM are connectivity matrices from multiple sources and behavioral measures. Step 1: Participants are divided into training and testing sets. Step 2: Across all
participants in the training set, the same edge from different tasks are
combined via CCA and correlated with behavior. Step 3: Signiﬁcant
edges are selected for further analysis. Step 4: For each participant, the signiﬁcant edges are then pooled into a summary value of
FC. Step 5: A linear regression model is built between the summary
value of FC and the behavioral measure. Step 6: Summary values of
FC are calculated for each participant in the testing set. This value
is then inputted into the linear regression model. The resulting value
is the predicted behavioral measure for the current test participant.
Figure modiﬁed with permission from [8]

3.2. Connectome-based Predictive Modeling (CPM)
CPM [8] is a validated method for extracting and pooling the
most relevant features from connectivity data in order to construct linear models to predict behavioral measures. Brieﬂy,
edges of connectivity matrices that are signiﬁcantly correlated
with the behavior of interest are selected. The selected features are then pooled (e.g. averaged) and linear regression is
used to predict the behavior in novel participants.
3.3. Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)
For two sets of observation matrices X and Y, assuming that
the variables are correlated, CCA seeks linear combinations
of the columns of these two matrices that maximize correlation between them. In other words, we want to ﬁnd vectors
a and b such that the random variables Xa and Yb maximize
the correlation. Assuming that X and Y are normalized such
that each column of either matrix has mean zero and unit variance, the correlation to be maximized can be expressed by the
following equation:
ρ= 

3.4. mCPM pipeline
The mCPM pipeline consists of six steps (Fig. 1). In the ﬁrst
step, participants are divided into training and testing sets for
cross-validation. We use leave-one-out cross-validation as default. The second step is the combination of task FC edges.
For the (i, j) edge, we have a matrix Ei,j ∈ R(n−1)∗t . Rows
of the matrix denote each participant’s (i, j) edge’s different
strength under t different tasks. Using CCA, we can ﬁnd the
canonical coefﬁcients wi,j ∈ Rt for each edge. As each edge
matrix Ei,j corresponds to the observation matrix X in Sec-

(Xa)T (Yb)
[(Xa)T (Xa)][(Yb)T (Yb)]
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tion 3.3’s deﬁnition equation for CCA, these coefﬁcients wi,j
corresponds to the vector a, and the observation matrix Y will
store the behavioral measures. We then combine FC matrices
from all tasks into a total connectivity matrix using different
canonical correlations.
 t Fort n − 1 subjects combined (i, j)
Ei,j wi,j , where the t-th column of Ei,j ,
edge, Etotali,j =

generating seven 268x268 connectivity matrices per subject.
We performed both CPM and mCPM on these matrices to
generate cross-validated predictive models of ﬂuid intelligence from whole-brain patterns of FC. Model performance
was quantiﬁed as the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient between
predicted and true ﬂuid intelligence (r) and mean squared
error (MSE). Because the feature-selection thresholds used
in CPM and mCPM are inevitably arbitrary, we tested ﬁve
different thresholds. Except as otherwise noted, all reported
results were generated using a feature-selection threshold of
p < 10−4 .

t

Eti,j contains (i, j) edge from n−1 subjects under the t-th task
and each edge is demeaned across different participants and
within the single task. For the third step, we assign the signiﬁcantly correlated edges to the “correlated network” (CN).
The signiﬁcance of the correlation is found from the CCA.
Here, we assume that CCA always maximizes the positive
correlation between combined edge strength and behavioral
measure as the sign of the canonical coefﬁcients can trivially
be changed to maximize, instead of minimize, the correlation.
Various signiﬁcance thresholds can be used. In the fourth
step, we calculate “network strength” sCN by pooling (i.e.
summing) the strength of all CN edges in each participant’s
for
total connectivity matrix, yielding a summary value sCN
k
k-th participant.


t
m+
Eti,j wi,j
sCN =
i,j
i,j

5. RESULTS
5.1. mCPM improves prediction accuracy
All models from either CPM or mCPM produced signiﬁcantly better predictions than chance (p < 0.05, permutation
test with 5, 000 iterations). Using all the task FC data, mCPM
generated models that achieved superior predictions compared to models generated by CPM based on a single task FC
(see table 1). Using Steiger’s test to compare two dependent
correlations, predictions using the mCPM model were signiﬁcantly (p < 0.05) greater than the best performing CPM
model from a single task (i.e. the Gambling task).

t

Where sCN is the vector for summary values, m+ and m− are
binary matrices indexing the edges (i, j) that survived thresholding for CN. In the ﬁfth step, we use linear regression to
model the association between “network strength” and the behavioral measure in n − 1 participants.

Task
Gambling
Language
Motor
Relational
Social
WM
Emotion
mCPM

ybehavk = β0 ∗ sCN
+ β1
k
In the sixth step, the “network strength” is calculated for the
excluded participant(s), and is submitted to the corresponding
regression model to generate a behavioral measure estimate
for that participant. This process is repeated iteratively, with
different participants in the training and testing dataset.

Feature selection threshold
1E−2
1E−3
1E−4
0.359\17.63
0.337\17.92
0.342\17.63
0.290\18.44
0.294\18.35
0.324\17.87
0.287\18.83
0.302\18.49
0.271\18.94
0.241\19.84
0.186\21.00
0.225\20.11
0.277\19.04
0.256\19.34
0.209\20.11
0.340\18.08
0.326\18.29
0.297\18.66
0.296\18.83
0.324\18.23
0.235\19.52
0.401\17.01
0.384\17.41
0.396\17.16

Table 1: Comparison of prediction performance of CPM using FC
matrices from a single task and mCPM using FC matrices from all
7 tasks for different feature selection thresholds. Reported values
are the correlation and MSE between predicted and observed ﬂuid
intelligence. mCPM (bolded) produced best performance.

4. EXPERIMENT
We applied mCPM to FC data from the Human Connectome
Project (HCP). After excluding participants for high motion
or incomplete data, 515 subjects were retained for analysis. For proof of concept, we used ﬂuid intelligence as the
behavior of interest for prediction. However, mCPM can
handle multiple behavioral measures. With a single behavioral measure mCPM simpliﬁes to multi-linear regression.
The seven task scans (gambling, language, motor, relational,
social, working memory, and emotion) were processed with
standard methods and parcellated into 268 nodes using a
whole-brain, functional atlas deﬁned previously in a separate
sample [16]. Task FC was calculated based on the “raw”
task timecourses, with no regression of task-evoked activity.
Next, the mean timecourses of each node pair were correlated and correlation coefﬁcients were Fisher transformed,

5.2. Different tasks contribute differentially to prediction
To better understand the inﬂuence of each task on the mCPM
results, we calculated the average score of each task involved
in the prediction. First, we calculated the weighted sums of
the selected edges, where weights wi,j are determined by
CCA. Then the average score was deﬁned as the mean of
those weighted sums across different participants.
 t
Ei,j ∗ wti,j
ast =
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i,j

n

As shown in Fig. 2, all tasks provide positive contributions
to our prediction. For all tasks, larger selected edge strengths
correspond to larger predicted values of ﬂuid intelligence.
The largest portion of the summary statistic sCN was composed of edge strength from the Language task. Interestingly,
the Language task was near the middle of individual task
prediction performance. Together, these suggest that the Language task, while not the individually most predictive task,
contains a larger amount of unique variance when combined
with the other tasks.

Fig. 3: Visualization of predictive edges. Edges are selected with
a threshold of P < 1 × 10−4 . A) Brain plots with each node
represented as a sphere, where the size of the sphere indicates the
number of selected edges connected to that node. B) Matrix plots:
rows and columns represent canonical networks. The cells represent
the total number of selected edges connecting the nodes in the two
networks. C) Circle Plots: Nodes are arranged in two half circles
approximately reﬂecting brain anatomy from anterior to posterior,
and the nodes are color coded according to the cortical lobes. Lobes
are prefrontal (PFC), motor (MOT), insula (INS), parietal (PAR),
temporal (TEM), occipital (OCC), limbic (LIM), cerebellum (CER),
subcortical (SUB), and brain stem (BSM).

Fig. 2: Average score of different tasks. The error bar is showing the
standard error. The language task shows the largest score, highlighting its importance in prediction.

5.3. Different thresholds generate similar results
from FC matrices from multiple tasks result in superior prediction than models built using any single task. We further
veriﬁed that our algorithm is robust under different feature
selection thresholds. These results exhibit the existence of
orthogonal information in different tasks, highlight an opportunity to use multiple task FC matrices to more comprehensively characterize individual differences, and suggest the
ability of mCPM to combine this information to maximize
predictive power. Future work will include incorporating
structural connectivity data from diffusion tensor imaging
into mCPM, testing our algorithm on other large open-source
datasets, and bagging procedures to optimally select the best
combinations of data sources.

Table 1 shows that mCPM is not signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by
different, arbitrary thresholds for edge selection.
5.4. A subset of tasks improves mCPM performance
Certain tasks may contain redundant information for prediction. We adopted forward feature selection method to select
the optimal combination of tasks. The optimal set of tasks
were the Emotion, Social, Relational, Gambling, and Language tasks. The resulting correlation between observed and
predicted ﬂuid intelligence was r = 0.4078
5.5. Visualize selected connectivity features
We selected the edges that appeared in every cross-validation
iteration for visualization using BioImage Suite (Fig. 3). In
line with previous reports [1], predictive edges are mainly located in frontal-parietal networks.
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6. SUMMARY
We proposed mCPM to combine connectivity matrices from
multiple sources and ﬁnd that it produces better prediction
than using a single source. Using HCP fMRI data to predict
ﬂuid intelligence, we showed that predictive models built
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